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An exact formulation of the electromagnetic field striking an optical waveguideis presented and compared with the

The expression for the critical angle is derived as a natural
decomposition relationship used in the literature.
consequence of this formulation. Equations for the total fraction of power confined within a waveguide are derived
and analyzed for the special case of absorbing waveguides. An explicit expression is derived for the fraction of
energy confined within a waveguide supporting two sets of modes.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The confinement of energy within dielectric optical waveguides for both monomode and multimode behavior has

been widely studied.1-3 The generalization for the fraction
of confined power can be obtained by including the absorption characteristics of the waveguide material. Two possible cases exist: (1) absorbing core with absorbing cladding

and (2) absorbing core and nonabsorbing cladding. For
both cases homogeneous and nonhomogeneous profiles can
be studied. For case (2), direct and simple formalisms can
3

be obtained through the geometrical optics approximation,
which does not work for case (1) for obvious reasons.

An

electromagnetic theory is needed to analyze the importance
of attenuation on modal propagation within absorbing waveguides.

In earlier studies by Snyder et

al.,

4 5

' two assump-

tions are made for the waveguide: (a) it is treated as if it
were nonabsorbing in terms of the modal field, and (b) the
A
absorption coefficient is considered a small parameter.

first approximation for the ratio of the real and imaginary
parts of the complex modal wave number is then used in the

resultant eigenvalue equation. The influence of the absorption in distribution
been studied. 6

of power within a single pulse has also

In this paper we present an alternative treatment by formulating the incoming electromagnetic wave incident upon
the entrance pupil of the waveguide as an exact three-dimensional scattering integral equation. To extend the formalism to the case of an absorbing optical waveguide, we

make assumption (a) given above but treat assumption (b)
as only an approximation

of the more general case of rela-

tively strong absorption. We assume a generalized refractive-index profile. In Section 2 the total field is established

as the sum of the contribution of the initial scalar field and
the field scattered by the waveguide.

This generalized field

formalism approximately equals the initial one as a superposition of discrete bound modes for weakly guiding wave-

guides. From the exact expression for the initial field, the
acceptance angle for the penetration of the light ray into the
waveguide is derived. The general formulation for the fraction of confined power in an absorbing waveguide is then
calculated (Section 3), and the simple case of a waveguide
supporting a set of fundamental modes is studied (Section
0740-3232/87/061037-06$02.00

4). Here, some approximations are considered that would
allow one to compare the results with those obtained for the
dielectric case. These calculations are extended to an absorbing waveguide supporting two sets of confined modes in
Section 5. In particular, attention has been paid to the
contribution to the fraction of confined power within the
absorbing core,where the dependence on the axial direction
of the waveguide appears as an oscillatory term, and the
implications of this term are discussed. We conclude with a
short summary, discussing the applications of this formalism to optical waveguides whose absorbing properties may
play an important role in the propagation of the confined
energy.

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE
INITIAL FIELD AND PHYSICAL
INTERPRETATION
Consider an initial field tin representing a monochromatic
linearly polarized beam of light projected normally onto the
entrance pupil of an optical waveguide of length Z0 , lying
along the Z axis (O < Z < Zo). By following the usual
37
decomposition, we can write
'Iin

ccoea + scattered field,

=

(1)

where eaeis the modal field and the coefficients ca are the

amplitudes of the projections of t'in of eat(in the sense of the
Fourier series in a Hilbert space).

For simplicity, let ZO= +o, and let the scattered field be
equal to zero. This second assumption implies that all the
incident energy is transmitted along the waveguide under
strict confinement conditions. Equation (1) reduces to
tin = E sea.

(2)

In this section we shall obtain an exact, explicit representation for the initial field 'in and compare it with the representation given by Eq. (2).

As is customary, we assume that ''in satisfies the scalar
differential wave equation as it propagates in the waveguide
(V2 + eK 2)'Fin= ,
© 1987 Optical Society of America

(3)
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where V2 is the Laplacian operator, K is the wave vector, K2
= (/c) 2, and X is the angular frequency. For simplicity, we
will write the vector x = (x, y, z) as (x, z).

Re Aa Im /~a = Re

-eC)T(X),

(

x outside Q
x inside 2

0
EW

- 0, 5-

1= 0

[(Re4a)2_ (Re -a)2] + [(Im xa)2 - (Im 4a)2].

where Q is the aperture cross section, (x) is a complex
dielectric permittivity of the waveguide, and e, is the dielec-

tric permittivity of the surrounding cladding. Note that the
permittivity function is assumed to be a constant along the Z
direction, and hence there is only a bidimensional (x) depen-

a(X)

d2x'

L

for large lx (lxi

2

(8)

-

), since the function

.11,12

We define H" as

~~0
a
dq 2q+
2
d2 q exp[iq(x- x)]

H'l)(ij IX - X'I) = (/7r 2 i)

(8a)

If we substitute the expression for (x) [Eq. (6)] into Eq.

(5) for z > 0, use Eq. (5a) along with Eq. (8), and perform the

dz'G(x- x', z - z')K2[;(x')- c,]T(x').

appropriate integrations and algebraic manipulations, we
get

aQJd x'K [e(x')

2expi[q(x
-x+qz(z
-z')')])
=-c

=i(X

2

ca

2

J

d2 q exp[iq(x

X-

EC]0a(X')

-

-

x')]

A(q

Z), (9a)

with

d qdq e

3

lx'l, as x' varies in

>>

dependson tXai

(5)

1

on the absorptive

d2 x'Ho )(ixalx-x'i)K 2 [e(x')-ec]0a(x').

The function G(x -x', z - z') is the standard threedimensional Green function acting as a perturbation propagator and is defined as9
G(x - x', z - z')

a

H(1)is the zero-order Hankel function of first kind that is
found in all propagation phenomena involving cylindrical
geometry. The Hankel function is exponentially damped

As in other general scattering phenomena, the total field

can be formulated in terms of an integral equation 8 as
Q2

and Im

J

= 4i

dence.

I(X = Iin +

Xa

(7b)

properties of the waveguide will be discussed below.
Alternatively, ka (x) can be expressed as

O <Z < +o

with

K2 =

The dependence of Im

-o <Z <0

Im

and Eq. (7a) can be written as

The total field (the incoming field, the field propagating
along the waveguide,and the scattered field) satisfies
[V2 + eCK2 ]T(x) = {_K2(0(x)

a

q2 +q

,

af(q' Z)

(5a)

(K2 + in)

-

1

eiaZ

2

-

u(q) = (K2 -

q2)112

The right-hand side of Eq. (5) represents the contribution of
the incident field "'in plus that scattered by the waveguide.

By using the Fourier transform of Eqs. (8) and (8a), we can
cast Eq. (9a) into a more useful form as

propagates freely away from the waveguide; as time
evolves, 'I'n interacts with the waveguide, is scattered by it,

'I'n(X)

Tin

and eventually penetrates into it under conditions of total
internal reflection.
We are interested in characterizing

and finding a general

caOa(x)exp(iOZ),

where ca is a constant coefficient,

ka(x)

(6)

is an x-dependent

modal field, and Fa is the complex modal propagation constant, which is determined by ka and K2 (see below). 1a(x)
is a finite function that goes rapidly to zero as x
A
-.

similar analysis is given by Snyder.1 0

The corresponding scalar differential wave equation for
tk(x)

is given by

IV2 +

a22= a(X),

K2[j(x)

-

Xa2

X

[ + (q)]Iexp[ia(q)Z]
l
[t3+cfr
2, (q)]~

f d2x'O,,'(x')exp(-iqx'

-

(9b)

We shall now consider under what conditions the exact

representation

[Eq. (9b)] can be approximated

by Eq. (2).

The main contribution to the initial field in the above
expression is obtained for values of the bidimensional propagation vector q less than or of the order of the modal constant Xa. On the other hand, when the waveguide optical
properties are close to that of the surrounding medium, one
has xa2 <<K2. This in fact represents the real behavior of a
weak waveguide (for both transmission and absorption
properties). Under these conditions, we can set
(q)]/2u(q)

1,

and the exact field gets the approximate simpler form:
'Fin !---

(7a)

For the case of optical waveguides with a real absorbing

cladding, K2 is always real; therefore

ca(1/27r2) d2q expiqx

[f +

(7)

with

K2 = fi2

'E'

aiA

expression for the initial field Tin such that (x) exactly
equals a superposition of bound propagation modes:
T(x) =

=

Y,c.,O.(x)exp[i4,,,Z].

(10)

By comparing this with Eq. (2), we find that ka exp(ipaZ)
en.

=

If the waveguide has a circular cross section with radius R,
and (x) is constant, the propagation modes are given by
(11)

lx < R

ll)

don(x)= exp(iMo){c H ('

lxi>R

where IMIis an integer representing the modal order. Thus
IMI= 0 represents the monomode behavior in the waveguide,
and the modal field is described by the Bessel function of
zero order inside the waveguide; the Hankel function Hol)
represents the modal field outside. C>and C<are constants
that can be determined by the boundary conditions that, at
lxi= R, both (haand its normal derivative are continuous.
On the other hand, Xaoand Xa are complex values, with

[(Re hi) 2 - n22]1/2 is the numerical aperture of the absorbing
waveguide. From the framework of geometrical optics, we
can interpret i, as the largest acceptance angle. The above
expression cannot be derived from the approximate formula
(2) but is a direct consequence of the exact representation
for Tin.

3. FRACTION OF MODAL POWER CONFINED
WITHIN AN OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE
2 3 0 4
Let us define (as has been done previously "1"1 ) the fraction of the power flow of a propagation mode denoted by a

double index im residing within an optical waveguide as

(12)

-Ec)

-a2 + -a2 = (/C)2(

PF1

In terms of the modal parameters,

= =M -

m

V2 =

W = aR,

D-a=Xa'R~

a2 + Wa2 .

According to the values of the V parameters,

Cla2 + lWa2 is

always real, and hence
V2 =

[(Re Cla)2

+

(Re Wa) 2]

[(Im Ca)2 + (Im

-

1/Va)2].

2

-

/2)1/2

k

where
13).

K

(12c

al, very small arvalues for weakly absorbing media).
Consequently, Eq. (12b) can be written as
2

K ) -

0a211/2,

infinite area of cross section

and m are integers with 1, m = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .; - is
dependent on the waveguide parameter V.
where

The power can be calculated by using the complex power

where * represents the complex conjugate. The intensity
pattern P(r, O) in the guide cross section is the real part of
the axial component S, of the Poynting vector and is given
by
P(r, 0) = /2Re(Sz) = / Re(E X H*)

(15)

and corresponds to the time-averaged power density flowing
along the waveguide. r denotes the radial variable.
We need to determine, for a given bound mode specified

by indices Im, the integrals
(12d)
P

and

dQPim(r)

=

(16)

Q

Wa = R(I,,

K2n2

-

(12e)

and

as well. Notice that n2 is real by assumption.
Finally, we shall use the exact expression for the initial
field [Eq. (9b)] to derive a well-known result from geometrical optics: the acceptance angle i, for the penetration of a

light ray into the waveguide.
Consider the initial field 'in as given by Eqs. (9b) and (11).
2

Since Ho(iXaixl) decays as IxL-1/ exp(-ijaixl), when Im Xa is
2
,the integral S d x'0a(x')exp(-iqx') can be
small, for lxi -D
expected to take appreciable values for Iql• Re Xa and Iqi>
e exp(-i Re JaiXl)]. Thus the
Re a [with exp(-ixxi)

major contribution to the integral over q in Eq. (9b) comes
from q < Re Xa. From geometry, it can be shown that the
angle i, between the Z axis (waveguide axis) which intercepts
the Z = 0 plane at x = 0 and the wave vector [q, a(q)] with the
largest value of Iqlis given by
sin i,

(14)

S = /2 (E X H*),

Nevertheless, if the wavelength of the incoming radiation
is within the range of the visible spectrum, the imaginary
part of hi 2 is almost negligible, as the frequency is high
enough and 2ir/w is very small (one should expect, in gener-

-

I

(12b)

is the extinction coefficient (see, for example, Ref.

Ja = R[K 2 n 2 (1

Fraction of confined power flow
Total power flow confined in an

density or the Poynting vector. For an electromagnetic field
specified by the vectors E and H, the Poynting vector is
defined by' 5

with
h12= n2(1-K2) + 2in2K,

t-

(12a)
As the refractive index of the core, h,, is complex,
(a = R(K2h

1039
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Iq1/(r2 (q)

+ q2)1/2

2
= Re ja/(wlc) = [(Re hl) - n22]1/2,

iqJ= Re ja- (13)

lm= L

dQPIm(r),

(17)

where Q is the cross-sectional area of the waveguide and Pim

is the total modal power within an infinite cross section.
Let us consider a monochromatic, linearly polarized field
propagating from the remote past incident upon the entrance pupil of the waveguide of radius R. The initial field
[defined in expression (10)] would give rise to a power
flow; by using the scalar-wave approach, we can write the
power flow for a particular set of modes in the absorbing
waveguide as8
Tin

)'in m](i
Pm = Rej dQ[%inm*

(18)

For the radially symmetric case, Eq. (11) gives the propagation modes that satisfy the above relationship.
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4. WAVEGUIDE SUPPORTING A SET OF
FUNDAMENTAL MODES: MONOMODE
BEHAVIOR

5. WAVEGUIDE SUPPORTING TWO SETS OF
MODES: MULTIMODE BEHAVIOR AND
ABSORPTION PROPERTIES

In this simple case, let MI = o in Eq. (11). Let us define a
0; the initial field then reads as
lrj1 =

Let us consider the case in which the waveguide supports

=

two sets of bound modes: the fundamental and the first set
of excited modes, i.e., a = 0 and 1, IMI = 0 and 1. The initial

ooo(x).

field for this situation can be written as

From Eq. (14), the fraction of modal power carried within

TN= C0o 0 (x)exp(i4
0Z) + C(x)exp(01Z),

the waveguide is

77(R) = pF/ptnt

(25)

where Coand C are numerical coefficients to be determined
and FI is the complex modal propagation factor for the first
set of excited modes. It is important to remind the reader
that Z is the distance that the field penetrates into the

(19)

By using Eqs. (11), (16), and (17), we can arrive at the

expressions

waveguide (along the Z axis). Proceeding as was done in the
monomode case, we can show that the fraction of energy flow
confined within the core can be written as

2
pF(R) = 27rlC(0)1
Re[lBo| r drIJo(o r)i exp(-2 Im 0 Z)

(20)

P

and

PJtt(R)= 27rRe[/oC)J

1

r drJ(

x(xj1', R, Z) = Po (xo'x', R Z) +P (Xox 1', R, Z).
(26)

r)

The above expression is made up of two factors, one that has
Z dependence as a damping term and a second that has Z
dependence as an oscillatory term. The explicit expressions
for the two contributions are

2 J r drIHo1)(i
+ IC>)
or) 2]exp(-2 Im 30Z).
(21)

27r exp(-2 Im doZ)iC'~i2 Re[/

0=

Xoand o' are defined according to Eq. (12), and &o is the
complex modal wave vector. We notice that in Eqs. (20) and

1
(21) the functions J and HoM
are complex, as their arguments depend on the complex modal parameters Xo'and Xo,
respectively.

2
+ exp(-2 ImB1IZ)C'
iC )i2Re[l

J1

r drlJi(Xi r) ]}
(27)

For the specific values for the coefficients appearing in Eq.
(11) to be obtained, the followingboundary conditions need
to be applied:
C()J 0 (j 0 'R) = 00)HOM(ix0R).

=

Re{i K2 (Z)
+ pK 2*(Z)|

(22)

J

do exp(io) r drJo(*0'r)J,(j,'r)

do exp(-io)

If we substitute Eqs. (19)-(21) and perform the appropriate integrations, two different results are obtained:

w7r [Jo(XO'r)]2+[J, xO'r)]21
X

2

(23)

The above expression represents the flux of energy transmitted along the receptor under strict confinement conditions.
(b) For energy confined in an infinite area (r > R),
X~~

(7-/-)[o
X

2+
2rR2 {[Jo(xoR)[J (ex'R)p2 + (rR/

0 )[J(0 /R)J
2
+ [J,(XO'R)]
} + (-R/

2

K 2(Z) = C1C(°) C01)exp[i(ol - *)Z].
(29)
In what follows we shall consider C<)and 1)real constants
for simplicity. Equation (27) represents physically the
transmitted energy confined within the core, which is propagated as the two sets of modes.

Equation (28) represents an

interference term. Its importance is related to the degree of
absorption of the waveguide, and the term could also repre-

{-exp[-2x0 (r - R)Jl

2
0 )[J0 (_0 'R)]

This expression gives the flux of energy density transmitted
inside and outside the waveguide up to a distance r outside
the core. Note that as r - -, n0tends exponentially to 1,

which is as expected, since

(28)

a complex factor:

2

7rR2 [J0 (j 0'R)] 2 + [Jl( 0'R)]2 +

r dr Jo( o/r)Jx(xi/r)}.

The bars over J0 and J1 denote the complex conjugate. K is
2

(a) For energy confined inside the core (r < R),

o(r)

r drJJ0(xo r)I2]

and

Boundary Conditions

=

R

is a function normalized to

unity.
In the above equations, only the real part of the argument
of the Bessel function should be considered.

sent the presence of cross talk in cases in which the absorption properties are not negligible.16
Let us discuss the interference term in Eq. (28). As the

field is periodic on 0, with a period of 2 7r,integration over

represents the solution for a complete period of the wave. In
that case, the contribution po2 vanishes. If we want to know
the magnitude of this Z-dependence term for a given , that
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is, for a particular direction in the transverse plane, then no
integration is taken over, and we shall omit exp(io) in the
general expression. Even if this discussion seems irrelevant
for a single isolated waveguide, it may be interesting

to

know, for a certain distance r in the transverse plane, the
magnitude of its contribution for a given 0. In fact, if a
second waveguide is located in the neighborhood of the first

solely on the radial variable r and the damping term depends
solely on Z. No percentage of the confined energy is distrib-

uted along the axial direction.
For a given Al, the fraction of energy flow defined by Eq.
(26) is now given by
exp(-2 Im 4oZ)[2riC(°)i2

POF= Re{

one, precisely in a direction in which the magnitude of such

an interference term is relatively important, then the field of
this first waveguide would penetrate into the second one,
and cross-talk phenomena could take place.
Consider i0 = Re p0 + i Im :0 and Al = Re Ai + i Im $1, with
Re do and Re Ai representing the transmission properties
and Im 0oand Im Alrepresenting the absorption properties.
We define (for fixed 0 7 mir, m = 0, 1, 2...)

PolF= Re{AiK2

J

r dr J 0 (*0 'r)Jj(x'r)

R

o

+ oK2

o

do exp(-id)

fo

(30)

r dr JoJ1 }

with SfI do exp(io) and S', do exp(-io) both acting as
constant values.
We are interested in the coefficients
)C(1)[Re dj cos(Re
AK2 = CjC(
1
Im A1 sin(Re f 1

-

-

J

r dr JoJiJ

is only a small modulation in the case of Re xo'

(35)

Re X1'.

For small r, the terms in Eq. (35) in which J 0J appears can
be dropped, implying that there is no mode coupling and
that energy propagates along the waveguide supporting two
sets of modes only.

R) = irR2 RelFo exp(-2

Im f 0 Z)C(°)i 2

X [J0 2 (Re X0 'R) + J1 2 (Re X0 'R)]}

1 - Re 4 0)Z]

+ Al exp(-2

(31)

X

1 - Re 4 0)Z]l
-

[Jl2(Re X^'R)- J0 (Re x',R)J 1 (Re x'R)].

For very small values of Im F0and Im Al,Eq. (36) turns out to
be similar to the equation describing the dielectric case.
This expression gives the energy flow within the waveguide core without absorption, provided that No,Al, Xo',and
xl'are real or with negligible imaginary parts. In the above

+ i[Im 40 cos(Re Al - Re 4 0)Z

Al + Im 4 0)Z].

Im<oZ)Ci 2 iC~li 2

(36)

1 - Re 4 0 )Z

+ Im $0sin(Re /l - Re 40)Z]

X expi-(Im

J

From the behavior of the Bessel functions, we know that
the products JoJ* and J 0*Jj vanish at the origin, and there

and

Re d0 sin(Re

01
JR~r dr JoJ-11JJ
J d4 exp(i4)

2
+ 01 exp(-2 Im 41Z)[27rlC(1)12Ci2 r dr J1 (X1'r)i

PO(Xo0 ' X'

X exp[-(Im Al + Im 4%)Z]

-

r dr iJ0 (_ 0 'r)i2

within the core can be obtained as

Re 4 0 )Z]

OK2* = CjC(°)C(')j[Re t0 cos(Re

J

By integrating Eq. (35) over o and over r and by making
the appropriate approximations, the fraction of energy flow

1 - Re 40 )Z

+ i[Re /1 sin(Re Al - Re 4 0)Z
+ Im A1 cos(Re

+ C<C¶°)C~l

J do exp(-ik)
+ C1C(<)CM)

J

do exp(io)

1041

(32)

analysis, we have assumed that Co = 1 for simplicity, and the
coefficients C" and Cl) can be derived from boundary con-

ditions as
Weakly Guiding and Weak Absorption Properties

Let us consider under what conditions lK
negligible.

2

and toK2* are

If we consider that the waveguide has low ab-

sorption properties, then we can make the approximation
exp[-(Im Al + Im p 0)Z] - 1 for not very large Z. Also, for
weak guiding, Re Al n Re A0. Special cases and implications

of these approximations will be discussed in a forthcoming
paper. 17

Under the above approximations, Eqs. (31) and (32) read
as
41K2 = C 1C0<)CON
1

(33)

and
= C1C(<)CM4f
0.

(34)

We note that under the weak absorption and weakly guiding conditions the Z oscillatory dependence in PF has been
lost and the real power confined within the core depends

c(°)

Jo(xo'R)

c()

H(1)(ix 0 R)

=

Jl(X 1R)
H(1)(ixIR)

(37)

Relatively Strong Absorption Properties

Let us consider that the absorption coefficients of the waveguide are not negligible. This implies that exp[-(Im Ai +
Im N0)Z] -d 1 for any Z length. As before, we assume that
Re $i - Re do; that is, the two sets of modes are excited

under very similar conditions.
Let us write the total absorption coefficient as
aL
0 1 = Im tl + m 0.

(38)

For a fixed Z0 , the exponential term can be expanded in a

series and to a first approximation:
exp(-ao
0 Z) - 1 - a01Z0,
and on substitution into Eqs. (31) and (32) we get

(39)
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We note that for particular values of Im(B K ) and
1 2
Im(,OK 2 *), po2Fcan be nonnegligible, even if the effect of the
integral term is unimportant, and in that case there is a
certain percentage of the energy absorbed along the Z direction. The importance of the oscillatory behavior of po2F depends on the a0l values.
6.

SUMMARY

Earlier formulations of the initial field striking the entrance
pupil of a waveguide have resorted to simple approximation
(decomposition). However, in this paper we used the scalarwave equation approach and derived an exact expression for

the total field that takes into account the incomingfield, the
field propagating along the waveguide, and the scattered
field. This expression was shown to take the approximate
form under certain conditions. By using this result, the expression for the acceptance angle for penetration of a light ray

into the waveguidewas derived. This is a result that cannot

be achieved by using the approximate formula. An expression for the fraction of total energy confined in a waveguide
was then derived and applied to the problem of a cylindrically

symmetric waveguide supporting both zero- and first-order

sets of excited modes. We then showed that the fraction of
energy flow confined within the core can be decomposed into
two factors, one containing a Z dependence as a damping term
and the other containing a Z dependence as an oscillatory
term. This expression is similar to that shown by Snyder and
Pask' 8 ; however, we have derived explicit representations of
these terms. These terms are multiplied by numerical coeffi-

cients that depend on the optical properties and dimensions

of the waveguide and the way in which the energy flows into
the waveguide. The consequences of absorption have also
been treated in this paper. A forthcoming paper will discuss

in detail the results contained herein by applying them to
7
absorbing waveguides.1
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